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Abstract 
Aim: The aim of the proposed study was to evaluate virtual reality (VR) as a non-pharmacological intervention 
tool to reduce pain and separation anxiety in patients of paediatric age group undergoing intravenous 
cannulation and surgery. 
Methods: A prospective randomized control study was conducted in Department of Anaesthesiology at 
ESICMCH, Bihta, Patna after clearance by ethical committee. Patients with ASA physical status I, II posted for 
elective surgeries were included in the study which was conducted during 1 year period. Sixty patients were 
randomized into two groups. 
Results: statistical analysis of the heart rate and oxygen saturation of Children with moderate anxiety and severe 
anxiety and anxiety with regard to parental separation and about the unfamiliar people and environment done 
using paired t test. Patients using VR exhibited lower pain and anxiety score during intravenous cannulation and 
parental separation. 
Conclusion: This current study found that application of immersive VR had better pain alleviation and parent 
separation anxiety score when compared with non-VR group patient. 
Keywords: Intravenous Cannulation, Preoperative Separation Anxiety. 
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Introduction 

Preoperative anxiety is a natural and compatible 
response to surgery stress which may happen at any 
time before surgery. [1] This stress is intensified 
when a patient is informed about the need for 
surgery, during hospitalization and at the initiation 
of surgery. [2,3] Some signs of stress include 
anxiety, distraction, irritation, fear, and increase in 
heart rate. [4]  Preoperative anxiety is a potential 
threat for a patient due to the changes in 
psychologic responses, including elevation of blood 
pressure and heart rate, and may endanger patient’s 
health. [5] On the day of surgery, 50 to 70% of 
children experience anxiety that usually peaks 
during induction of anaesthesia. [6] Preoperative 
anxiety is associated with problematic induction of 
anaesthesia, [7] risk of emergence delirium, [7,8] 
increased pain and poorer recovery. [9,10]  

Anxious children undergoing surgery, and their 
parents, are also at risk of post-traumatic stress 
symptoms. [11,12] These adverse outcomes 
underscore the urgent need for effective 
interventions to reduce pre-operative anxiety. 

Patient anxiety may increase complications of 
surgery and anesthesia. Preoperative anxiety can 
reduce the quality of anesthesia and increase 
demand for analgesics, which can inadvertently 
prolong the duration of anesthesia. The patient 
wakes up from anesthesia later, which leads to 
increase anesthesia and surgery complications. 
Preoperative anxiety not only causes pain and 
discomfort for many children with surgery 
experience, but also has a negative impact on post-
surgical duration of improvement and recovery. 
[13] Postoperative anxiety behaviors are negative 
behaviors during surgery experience, including 
impatience, crying, unintentional urination, and 
need to physical limiting tools during anesthesia, 
[14] and are accompanied by some other 
postoperative inconsistent behaviors, including 
distress addition in recovery level, return 
behavioral disorders after the surgery (nightmare), 
separation anxiety, eating disorder, and sleep and 
enuresis disorders. [15]   
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Preoperative anxiety can also cause emergence 
delirium and studies have shown significant 
psychological changes in two weeks after the 
surgery and the post trauma stress symptoms 
persisting upto 6 months in the age group of 6-18 
year old. [16,17] Pharmacological interventions to 
treat preoperative anxiety in children has its own 
side effects. Hence, Non-pharmacological 
interventions could help avoid these complications. 
[18] A promising innovative intervention is virtual 
reality. Virtual reality is especially engaging for 
children, as they often become truly captivated by 
imaginative play. [19]  Virtual reality exposure 
(VRE) has already been proven effective in treating 
anxiety disorders, such as specific phobias (fear of 
spiders), [20.21] but very limited research has been 
conducted on the effect of VRE as preparation for 
medical procedures. 

The objective was to determine the role and 
feasibility of using VRE to reduce pain during IV 
cannulation and anxiety during parent separation 

Material & Methods 

A prospective randomized control study was 
conducted in the Department of Anaesthesiology, 
ESIC MCH, Bihta, Patna, Bihar. Patients with ASA 
physical status I, II posted for elective surgeries  
were selected for study. The study was conducted 
during 1 year period. Sixty patients were 
randomized into two groups and patients were 
randomly allocated to either of the group based on 
the computer generated tables: 

Group A- VR group 

Group B- EMLA patch 

Inclusion criteria:  

Ø Age of 7-11 years of either sex undergoing 
elective surgery and ASA physical status I and 
2                                                           

Exclusion Criteria:  

Ø Cognitive Impairment, History of Epilepsy, IV 
Cannula In Place Or Previous Attempt Of IV 

Cannulation Done. History of previous 
surgery, Allergic to EMLA cream, ASA 
physical status>II.    

Methodology:                                                                   

Group A- On the previous day of the surgery to get 
the patient acquainted to the VR gadget. A 
standardized trial video was played and the child is 
sensitized to the gadget. VR effectively immerses a 
child in a virtual environment where the child can 
swim with dolphins or play cricket game etc On the 
day of surgery, before shifting the patient to the 
preoperative room, the children were made to wear 
the gadget with the headgear powered by 
smartphone playing the videos and were allowed to 
watch the videos and transferred to the reoperative 
room and operation theatre from the ward. 

Group B – EMLA cream is applied 1hour prior at 
the site of iv cannulation. 

And in both the groups, an observer who is blinded 
to either group is asked to assess the pain during IV 
cannulation using faces pain scale and parent 
separation anxiety. Heart rate and oxygen 
saturation were measured using pulseoximeter ten 
minutes preprocedure ,during and ten minutes post 
procedure. 

Statistical Analysis 

All data were analysed with IBM SPSS Statistics 
for Windows, Version 24.0 (IBM Corp. Armonk, 
NY). A P value less than 0.05 was considered 
statistically significant. . The Shapiro–Wilk test 
was used to test the assumption of normal 
distribution. Nonnormally distributed continuous 
variables were compared between conditions using 
the Mann–Whitney U test. Categorical variables 
were analysed with the x2 test. Continuous 
nonnormally distributed data were reported as 
median [interquartile range]. Categorical 
nonnormally distributed data were presented as 
frequency (percentage). 

Results

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics 
Groups Age Weight kg Parental separation 

anxiety scale 
Faces pain 
scale 

Group A Mean 8.212 28.558 2.512 5.314 
SD .9625 5.1735 .9764 1.3135 

Group B Mean 8.260 28.032 3.537 6.544 
SD 1.4335 3.7140 .5032 1.1632 

Total Mean 8.242 29.300 3.016 5.934 
SD 1.2048 4.4735 .9200 1.3828 
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Table 2: Paired Samples Statistics of Group A 
 Group A Mean SD P Value 
Pair 1 At10 mins pre-HR 86.00 7.53 .082 

During procedure HR 84.76 6.74 
Pair 2 At10 mins pre-HR 86.00 7.53 .452 

At10 mins post procedure HR 83.87 6.54 
Pair 3 At10 mins post procedure HR 84.86 6.59 .456 

During procedure HR 84.74 6.72 
Pair 4 At10 mins pre procedure SPO2 99.40 0.81 .480 

During procedure SPO2 99.60 0.70 
Pair 5 At10 mins pre procedure SPO2 99.45 0.84 .062 

At10 mins post procedure SPO2 99.63 0.46 
Pair 6 During procedure SPO2 99.57 0.68 .116 

At 10 mins post procedure SPO2 99.77 0.43 

Table 3: Paired Samples Statistics of Group B 
 Group B Mean SD P Value 
Pair 1 At10 mins pre-HR 88.36 8.3030 <0.0001 

During procedure HR 82.232 7.2932 
Pair 2 At10 mins pre-HR 88.333 8.3030 <0.0001 

At10 mins post procedure HR 76.700 7.3864 
Pair 3 At10 mins post procedure HR 84.270 7.2970 <0.0001 

During procedure HR  82.22 7.3866 
Pair 4 At10 mins pre procedure SPO2 99.932 0.1830 <0.05 

During procedure SPO2 99.632 0.6610 
Pair 5 At10 mins pre procedure SPO2 99.970 0.1830 <0.05 

At10 mins post procedure SPO2 99.736 0.5204 
Pair 6 During procedure SPO2 99.670 0.6605 0.560 

At 10 mins post procedure SPO2 99.733 0.5204 
 
Statistical analysis of Children with moderate 
anxiety and severe anxiety and children had anxiety 
with regard to separation and about the unfamiliar 
people and environment done using paired t test. 
Patients using VR exhibited lower pain and anxiety 
score during intravenous cannulation and parental 
separation.  

Discussion 

With advent of VR, its application in medical field 
is growing immensely, its inherent distraction from 
the outer world has allowed doctors to evaluate its 
potential applications. One such application is 
distracting a child to help to reduce the separation 
anxiety and pain. Virtual reality is a technology 
that allows individuals to experience a virtual 
world. VR allows the patients to be immersed in an 
interactive world stimulating sights, sounds and it’s 
been hypothesized that more immersion is related 
to more pain reduction ultimately reducing the 
anxiety. [11,22] Considering the paediatric case 
load and the existent practices in hospital and also 
the non-invasive nonpharmacological nature of VR, 
it was proposed to study the role and feasibility of 
using VR during IV cannulation. 

Statistical analysis of heart rate and oxygen 
saturation ofChildren with moderate anxiety and 
severe anxiety and children with anxiety with 
regard to separation and about the unfamiliar 

people and environment done using paired t test. 
Patients using VR exhibited lower pain and anxiety 
score during intravenous cannulation and parental 
separation. Virtual reality has previously been 
investigated as a means of improving health 
outcomes and previous studies have found that 
virtual reality reduced the anxiety in children 
undergoing different medical procedures.[23-25] 
Most of these studies showed virtual reality being 
successfully used as a method of distraction. 
Because these studies were small, often not blinded 
and lacked standardised assessments, chance 
findings and a degree of bias could not be ruled 
out. Previously studied medical procedures that 
included oncological and burn wound care were 
more complex and painful. [23] 

Preoperative anxiety strongly differs with age. 
Older children may have fear of undergoing 
surgery and associated pain.  younger children may 
suffer from fear of strangers and separation anxiety. 
[26] Anna marialannicelli et al. concluded that VR 
seems to be effective tool for pain reduction in 
paediatric patients similar to our study. [27] Biffi et 
al. in their study on 12 children with acquired brain 
injury used interactive VR system called 
GRAIL(gait real time analysis interactive lab)found 
improvement in walking abilities leading way to 
use VR in rehabilitation.28 Malloy KM, Milling Ls 
in their study found VR to be an innovative 
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intervention to improve induction of anaesthesia in 
children is providing a virtual reality tour of the 
operative room environment and anaesthesia 
procedures prior to surgery. [28] Sato et al. used 
VR for treating complex regional pain syndrome in 
patients and found 50% reduction in the pain 
intensity which is in sync with present study. [29] 
Moerman et al. in their study noted that the HR and 
BP are the dependent variables to asses anxiety 
levels in behavioural studies similar to our study. 
[30] 

Conclusion 

This current study found that application of 
immersive VR had better pain alleviation and 
parent separation anxiety score when compared 
with non-VR group patient. 
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